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Letters to the Editor

Taking the ‘Slut’ Out of Slutwalk

A reader responds to the article “Toulouse Gets Slutty,” in the October issue of the Mariner

Hi

there,

that’s really too bad.

I discovered your news- Well, thank you for having read me,
paper today.
now I found an interesting newspaSTUDENT-run! By students for students. First of all, I wanted to say “great per in English, I will definitely improve my English! LOL
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in job” because I really had a good time
our hearts we know print journalism is the reading your paper. I read the “Tou- Bye-bye!!
louse gets slutty article” I wanted to
way of the future.
talk about it with someone because Nanouli Parkaouli, L1 psychology
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
it seemed important and interesting
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English too, but as none of my friends had Dear Nanouli,
Foyer, the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans read it, and as you were proposing
in the end of your article to write to Thanks for your response!
all over campus.
you if we wanted to react, I thought
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Face- maybe I had better write to you.
It was indeed difficult for us to underbook (The Mariner News) for info.
stand the reasoning behind the name So here’s my point, I found that the it seems that, in order to protest against
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
moment
when the author, Casey violence against women, you ALSO
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke?
need to accept being called a “Slut,” as
Send us an email: 					 Heagerty, asked Lolla “whether well as defending styles of dress that
the word “slut” in the name would
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
cause some women to hesitate to you may or may not find appropriate.
Write poetry? Sorry.
participate” was the most interest- You are right about the general age
ing, because, since I began to read of the participants - I can’t remember
the article I was asking myself this seeing many (or any) women above the
question. Actually, I think it wasn’t age of 40 or so. The reappropriation of
a good idea to call this movement the word “slut” is quite new, and I think
this way. If a friend of mine would that for those who have grown up with
have proposed me to participate to it being an incredible hurtful insult, it’s
not easy to switch over and accept beThe Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited a movement called the “SlutWalk”, ing called one.
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan and proudly I would certainly not accept. I find it
funded by Mirail University since 2010. The Mariner really demeaning, and I think may- Here’s an interesting discussion we
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously, al- be most of women think this way
found in the days after the march,
though at times it’s been called irreverent. The Maritoo.
I
think
they
should
have
chowhich shows the (strong) points of
ner’s masthead was designed by the talented Florent
Guth, and other contributors are credited as they sen another more affirming name to view of some of the participants of the
appear. The Mariner would also like to thank Dave talk women into participate to the Toulouse march:
Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus that
movement. Maybe the name should h t t p : / / s h a r e d w a n d e r l u s t .
helped in the creation of the Mariner.
reflect the pride of being a woman. w o r d p r e s s . c o m / 2 0 1 2 / 1 0 / 0 6 /
Even if the word “slut” catches at- slutwalk/#comments
tention, it’s too rude and maybe not
too many women can identify with Here’s looking forward to the day
where we’ll have a Parade For Women,
this movement because of it.

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews
Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

Also, I saw the photograph illustrating the article. There are many
young people, students... and maybe
by having chosen this name to call
the movement, they involuntarily
targeted only a young audience, and

made up of many different groups supporting everything from anti-violence
activism to economic equality, and
above all the right to be whatever kind
of woman you want to be.
Casey

Coming Soon:

Marinr

the last social app you’ll ever need or want...
			

Available on iOS and Android

Christmas
Z									X
The First Annual Mariner Christmas Album
Give it to your mother!

A Mariner Christmas

Volume 1
Not Available on
iTunes!

Featuring Timeless Classics Such As:

Eazy-E - Merry Muthafuckin’ Christmas
r
Run DMC - Christmas in Hollis
r
The Pogues - Fairytale of New York
r
Tom Waits - Christmas Card from a Hooker in
Minneapolis
r
Sufjan Stevens - Hey Guys! It’s Christmas Time!
r
The Ramones - Merry Christmas
(I Don’t Want to Fight Tonight)

DOWNLOAD IT FROM OUR BLOG
themarinernews.wordpress.com

This download offer is certified to conform to all applicable intellectual property laws*

Events
Z									X
By Lise Carraro, L1 LEA
December Concert Guide
You just arrived in toulouse

MACEO PLEX & DANNY DAZE as 21/12: Come to “La Fin Du Monde” at
JUPITER JAZZ, ODD PARENTS and Le Bikini, it €17.50/€18.70/€20. Only if
You are a stranger or you just don’t know JULIEN SF. It’s €16/€19.
you like electronic and rock music. PUNwhere to go out?
ISH YOURSELF + ELISA DO BRA19/12: Electro Big Bang featuring SIL + LE CATCHEUR, LA PUTE et
We can help you but you have to trust us.
LE DEALER + ...many more. They claim
Come on!!
this show will feature 1000 lasers. Lasers
are cool. http://www.lebikini.com/
14/12: It will be a festival called Les Découvertes du Connexion. All kinds of
27/12:JORIS DELACROIX, the revelamusic including: GRS CLUB (Electro
tion electronic of the year will play for you
Rock) + Shoshana (Noise) + friends of the
at The Phare. €12/€16 www.le-phare.org/
Mariner, DUNST (Psychedelic Pop ). At
phare
Connexion café (Jean Jaures). Free! http://
www.connexion-cafe.com
You can also go to La Maison in rue Gabriel
Perry, for a coffee or a beer and if you
14/12 TRUST/ MACEO PLEX &
enjoy
to dance to rock music, the Saint
DANNY DAZE official pre-party. It will
FACTORY#2
Des
Seins
will be perfect for you, each day
be in a new shop called COEXIST, many
during
the
week and week end.
GRAMATIK
(DJ
set),
ACCESS
DEToulouse DJ’s will play, if you like elecNIED,
MEAT
KATY,
MAKE
THE
tronic music, you can find the shop 2-4
Each month you can also read me.
Rue Temponières, in the city center. It’s GIRL DANCE, MISSILL, NIVEAU I will find the night to make your journey
ZERO and MILU, all electronic DJmu- or your year more pleasant.
free!
sic, all differents nationalities, around
See you soon.
And just after come with us to Le Bikini €10/12/15, at The Phare (Tournefeuille)
Lise.
(Ramonville) vfor the FACTORY#2 with
*Only within the territory of the Federated States of Micronesia

Self-Promotion
Z									X
You Can Hack that Shit:

Hey Everybody, Let’s Crash Metro’s
‘Name a Bear Cub’ Competition!

W

e tip our hats to any newspaper that makes us
look good. And of course we fuck with them
whenever we can.

Metro newspaper is working with an association to name
3 new bear cubs in the Pyrenees. We want to name one
‘Mariner’. And we need your help....

Fun Ideas:

Start a
Bear Cub
Dead Pool!

Through the link below you can send them 3 names for the
voting. It appears you can vote as many times as you like!

R.I.P.

http://www.facebook.com/metrofrance
Got another idea for a good name? Let us know...

Bear Cub Names:

What’s Hot/What’s Not in 2013

HOT

Ice-Cold
Target Practice
Leather
Gangnam
Gay Marriage

NOT

Romney
Gaza Strip Hospital
Pedo
Biebear
Copé

Three bear cubs in their natural environment

Onward & Upward with the Arts:

Armando & The Unborn Cubs
Wow Art World
Free Apero No Match for Foreign-Language Video Installation

T

housands of art-obsessed students
packed the Mediatheque Jose Cabanis
on October 25th to see the world-premiere of the new video-installation by Mariner Feel-good columnist, Armando.
Entitled Armando & The Unborn Cubs, the
3:58 minute-long rumination on the plangent
ephemerality of love and the transitory, nature of language played to a spellbound audience of over a thousand.
So powerful was Armando’s artistic vision,
that tables covered with regional and international aperitifs went ignored by the culturehungry crowd.
“Honestly, I could give a shit about free slices of cured ham...what I’m here for is evocative, liminal whispers in a language I don’t
understand,” said Thomas, 21 of Malmstorm,
Sweden of the unsubtitled Portuguese audio.
Wei Fenghe, 20 added, “In China, Armando
is very famous, so the delicious-looking cake
was less important than seeing his work”

“Who remembers what hors d’oeuvres were
served at the opening of L’avventura?” said
Walter Munoz, 23, of Venezuela, invoking
the seminal film by Italian master Michelangelo Antonioni, to whom Armando has often
been compared.
The untouched food will reportedly be recycled by the Mirail Restaurant Universitaire.

M

ost bears that are
introduced to the
Pyrennees end up
dying unnatural deaths...either getting shot by shepherds
in “self-defense” or being hit
by cars (after getting shot by
shepherds.)
Another died after “falling” read: getting chased by men
with guns - off a cliff.
Now that two new bear cubs
are being introduced to the
Pyrennees, how should we
respond given the bears’ past
“bad luck?”
Answer: start a dead pool!
What’s that? Simple: you and
your friends each pick a date
when you think the bear cub
will get killed. To make it interesting, everyone puts some
money into the pool.
When sooner or later (probably sooner) one of the bear
cubs turns up shot full of
holes by some farmer who had
a little too much of his morning pastis; the player who
chose closest to the date of
death collects the Dead Pool
money!
Who says death has to be all
tragic?
But remember, Dead Pools
aren’t only for baby bears:
they work just as well for Castros, Mandelas and Popes.

BREEDERS
WHEN

Anti-Gay Protests Actually Really Gay

W

hat kind of person comes down into
the streets of their city to publicly
complain about the way other people
are fucking?
Toulouse recently witnessed two protests against
the government’s proposed “Marriage for All”
bill. On October 23, the conservative ViTA association, staged a demonstration against gay
adoptions featuring a bizarre man-dressed-asbird-representing-a-child narrative.
The “Manif pour Tous” protest march of November 17, attended by thousands of people,
attempted to go from Esquirol to Capitole, but
was blocked by pro-gay counter-protestors on
Rue de Pomme. The CRS responded in their
usual charming manner.
The protestors were white as hell; they were
probably pretty Catholic, although they didn’t
like to talk about that; they were boringly middle-class - you could tell from the way they
danced; they were conservative – the crowd
cheered its loudest when the stereo started playing Les Lacs de Connemara.
They were also pretty oblivious to irony: lots
of men in pink sweaters, balloons, MTV-style
house music, the young man on the protest
float wearing tight pants and shaking his ass at
the crowd. For homophobes, they were pretty
fabulous. The famous anti-adoption bird-man: a
man dressed as a bird in a skin-tight body suit?
-Really gay!
But most of all they were busybodies. All the
talk about being concerned about (other people’s) children! The re-assurances that they have
strictly nothing against gay people! In the end it
wasn’t very convincing.
They’re afraid to say what they really think.
Which means they’ve already lost. Gay marriage will soon be legal. And in 20 years, these
same people will deny they were ever against it.
Here’s what they had to say:
Marie, 25, engineer, with husband & 1yr old
daughter. Carrying a sign saying “Sauvons le
parite dans le marriage”
“Sexual difference is a richness for society and
we shouldn’t eliminate it.” (Trans: the gays will
ruin the breeders’ marriages)
“Kids can construct their sexual identity with a
man and a woman.” (Trans: the gays will make
their kids gay.)
What’s the sign about?
“We insist on ‘parity’ in politics and business…
we need it in marriage too.” (Huh?)
“We shouldn’t caricature the gays…they don’t
want to live just like the straights. There’s a gay
marriage lobby. They’re the ones who want gay
marriage. Not the gays.” (Trans: I speak on behalf of all the gays when I say they agree with
me. Also: caricatures are bad.)
Antoine, 22 ans, Engineering student
“They shouldn’t call the bill “Marriage for all
Plenty of other people in society can’t get married…lots of other things are prohibited in marriage.”

(I think we know where Antoine’s going…)Yes?
“For example, brothers and sisters can’t get
married …um, er, but that’s got nothing to do
with this debate.” (Trans: Antoine always felt
very close to his sister.)
“This protest can’t be homophobic because there
are gays in this group.” (Trans: I’m not racist - I
have a black friend.)
Sara, 20, Capitole L3 law
“Kids need a Mom and Dad.”
Mariner: But lots of kids don’t have both...
“Me included. I don’t have a mother.”
Mariner: It sounds like you turned out pretty
well…you’re in L3 Law. (Imagine the shame for
the family.)
“I was lucky I had both parents until I was fairly
old that’s why I’m well adjusted. I’m not saying
a kid with two dads is going to become completely crazy; it’s just not the best for their development. (I’m not saying you’re talking out your
ass; it just smells like shit in here)
Solange, 14, 3ieme; Brigitte, 17, Terminale;
Maeve, 12, 5ieme
Is this your first protest? All: “Yeah, it’s great!”
Did you come with your parents? All: “Yes but
we wanted to come”
Have you ever met a gay person?
“No”/”Yes, a girl in my class”/”No”
Imagine that girl in your class wanted to get
married to another girl one day. What would
you tell her?
Brigitte: “I’m against gay marriage because it’s
meant for one man and one woman. A child
can’t have two mothers or two fathers.” (That’s
some serious message discipline for a 17 yr old)
So this protest seems pretty gay, with the music
and the balloons and that gay boy dancing up
there
Solange: “I think it’s on purpose.”
Samir, 22, about to enter the military. He was just
passing by, but supported the goals of the protest)
Samir: “Gay marriage incites kids to become
gay; it incites pedophilia, lots of things.”
Mariner: With this music (The World Is Mine)
and the dancing and that guy in tight pants, this
protest seems pretty gay, huh?
Samir: “Gay’ as in joyful; not ‘gay’ as in ‘homosexual.’”
Mariner: No, I mean ‘gay’ as in ‘homosexual.’
Samir: “Um...”
Louis, 23, Co-ordinator of the protest
“We’re absolutely not against homosexuals. We
totally respect those people.” (Trans: Those people are freaks.)
How can you be against gay marriage but not
against gay people?
“I don’t really understand your question.”
We’ll leave the last word to Clem, 25, Science
Po grad, Founder of Trou de Balle Queer Squat,
and friend of The Mariner:

ATTACK!!!

by Paul Scanlan, M1

p

Not everybody agreed.

The gays were dressed straight.

And the straights were dressed really gay.
All photos: The Mariner

Mariner: They say they don’t hate
gay people. Is it possible to be
against marriage equality and not
be homophobic?
“LOOOOOOOOL!”

Contributors
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Culture:
Royal Buffet: The Cheap Experience
All you can eat food & all you can stand Karaoke.

I

f you are a born singer and you like
Asian food, Royal Buffet is for you.
Only there in Toulouse you can be an
Asian Emperor for a night …and for only
20 euros.

The two elephants guarding the entranceway promise you are about to step into an
Oriental paradise. The waitress shows you
the way and escorts you to your table. Have
a look around you: the decoration is luxurious - glowing lanterns, real wood furniture and exotic green plants. You are in
Asia already. The waitress takes your order
and shows you the access to the “All you
can eat” buffet. Then the only question is,
“how can I taste all those appetizing meals
before the place closes?” My advice: come
early to eat once, let your food go down
and then eat a second time.
All the greatest hits of Asian food are
here: sushi, maki, samosa, spring rolls, wok
and those things we never remember the
name of... I bet you can’t name them all!
All the myriad tastes of a vast continent
are here, creating unlikely neighbors and

strange alliances. The freshness and quality are guaranteed by the glass between you
and the food. Like the 100 other guests,
just pick and taste!

But don’t fill up your dish. The restaurant
management doesn’t like that because they
don’t want you to waste food. But the real
advantage is that by standing and taking
the trip back to the buffet, you’re getting
exercise and helping yourself digest. The
more exercise you do; the more you can eat.
The more you eat; the more exercise you
do. Like the Yin and the Yang that fit perfectly together, the inscrutable mysteries of
the Orient are also reflected in the All You

Feminism:

by Flou, ex-Mirail student

Can Eat Buffet. And that’s the reason you
are here, isn’t it?

The other way to enjoy at the maximum is
to pick and eat food while walking around
the buffet, but then you will miss the best
part... the karaoke! To sing karaoke, you
have a choice. You can sing while eating
(with an empty mouth, please) at your table and with your friends, while someone
sings. Or you can choose a song, go to on
stage and sing into the microphone. My
advice: don’t choose an Asian song unless
you are Asian too. Know your limits. Subtitled lyrics appears from the right to the
left. Your Kung-Fu movie knowledge can’t
help you here, Grasshopper.

With a Western song, you could become
a karaoke master. If you are a good singer,
you can make the crowd stop eating and
start singing along with you. If you do so,
the DJ will ask you to pick another song.
Only then you will be the king of the
karaobuffet.
2, Ave. d’Atlanta
31200 Toulouse www.royalbuffet.fr

In World-First, Pussy Exploited for Profit
Or: Drunk woman goes to bar, doesn’t like music, writes op-ed about it.

I

got really excited. Like, really fucking excited. We were out in Toulouse
and, upon entry to the Arsene Lupin
(Carmes), spotted a poster for a Riot Grrl
Dance Party downstairs, that night!

The poster starred several members of
the infamous Pussy Riot; the all-female
Russian punk rock group unjustly censored and arrested last March for their 1
minute-long manifestation A Punk Prayer,
criticizing the Russian government’s too
close for comfort relations with the Russian Orthodox Church. Three members
of the group were arrested and kept in
holding for 6 months with zero visitation
rights for their families. In October, two of
those members were relocated to in prison
camps hundreds of kilometers from their
families for two years; the third member
was let out on appeal.
As a militant feminist, Riot Grrl fan, and
Pussy Riot supporter, I couldn’t wait to join
the party. I (selfishly) let my friends wait on
beers while I ran downstairs to join in on
the rampage. Much to my dismay, over the
2 hours that we stayed at the bar, Riot Grrl
music was systematically over-stepped to
play comfortable pop and rock music fea-

turing female musicians. There were even
some songs played with ZERO female
musicians. When songs were requested,
the reply was, “j’ai déjà joué un morceau de
Bikini Kill, mais les gens n’aiment pas ça”.
Oh, fuck, I forgot that’s what punk rock is
all about… catering to peoples’ desires in
a safe and contained environment. Walking on eggshells so people like you and all
that shit. That’s exactly how freedom of
expression works. And then, with no warning, douche DJ played the fucking Bangles
- pop-new wave with no political or feminist message, and zero ties to the DIY riot
grrl movement. The room went wild as my
head went reeling.

by Amanda Pardue

In the defense of shithole-where-I-amnever-returning, the fine print on the poster, barely legible, did say “girl rock party”.
But here’s the beef:
The commercial overuse of the image of
Pussy Riot is not going to help spread justice in the world, nor educate people about
the importance of free speech and artistic
expression. It is simply a gimmick to get
people in the door and sell beers: An obvious exploitation of the image of fearless
people trying to make a difference all for
the simple purpose of coming off as edgy
and making a buck.

Continued on page 7

Contributors
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Hot Tea, Helpful People & Toothpaste Smiles
Mirail Students Recount Their Erasmus Year in the UK

T

he first time I took a look at Sussex University’s website, I found it
suspicious that the students were
all smiling as if they were in a toothpaste
ad. By the end of my M1 in Literature in
Brighton (where Sussex is located), I myself had become one of the toothpaste-ad
students.

I asked 5 other students in LLCE about
their experiences in England: Fanny,
who studied in Birmingham (M1);
Claire & Raphaëlle, who studied in York
(M1); Manue & Elsa, who spent their L3
in Reading.
Two months before I arrived, Sussex
sent me a 90-page ‘Handbook for International Students’, covering all areas
from ‘How to benefit from the NHS’
to ‘How to use your toaster.’ Of course,
once there, there are frustrating moments
when you struggle to understand your
banker’s weird accent over the phone, or
when you don’t get the exact courses you
wanted. However, as Fanny put it: “there’s
always someone to answer your questions,
people are there to help you,” an opinion
shared by Claire, who praised the organisation of English Unis as outstanding.
None of the five students I asked missed
France much. What often came up was
“I missed the food” - but once back in
France, they equally missed the English
breakfasts! When you live on campus,
you quickly become part of a self-sufficient community, with its own cafés, societies and nightlife. All my interviewees
said they felt at home, and even, as Claire
put it, “so well integrated that you end up
being proud of it.” Even if they admitted that life was more expensive, they all
agreed it was worth it. Bear in mind that
you are allocated grants, and that for a

year you have free access to facilities that
cost English students £9000/year (€11
200.)
In addition to the ‘lectures’ (cours magistraux) you attend ‘seminars’, which consist
of a rather casual discussion of the reading in small classes of 5 to 15. Manue was
astonished when one of her professors
offered them a break and asked, “Who
wants a cup of tea?” She saw her classmates draw their own cups out of their
bags, and as the professor poured the tea,
they helped themselves to the biscuits he
had brought. Prepare to be surprised by
the number of hours spent in class (5 to
12/week) but prepare to engage personally with the subjects too. Besides your
own cup, you are expected to bring your
own ideas.

W

Breakfast of champions in Sussex

Such oddities -along with frequent
fancy-dress parties and a different system of shoe sizes- remind you of the
cultural gap. For a year, you have the
peculiar status of the expatriate; you are
“a bit more ‘interesting’ than in France,
where you are just another French person,” said Claire. Living in a foreign culture also makes you question your own,
and it has an impact on your future. Being surrounded by students from all over
the world gives you access to points of
view utterly alien to yours, which results
in constant learning. Their Erasmus year
made Fanny, Raphaëlle and Elsa consider
working abroad, while Claire “no longer
consider[s] spending a long time in a different country impossible.” Manue is “seriously considering volunteering or leaving as a language assistant,” and so am I. I
would add, like Fanny, that “Erasmus was
the best experience I’ve ever had” and I
have yet to hear about students who did
not enjoy their year abroad.

In World-First, Pussy Exploited for Profit

hile I can’t speak for Pussy
Riot, I’m almost positive that
they wouldn’t like their image
being used to push beer to kids dancing to
Walk Like an Egyptian, while they are sitting in prison cells, with no contact with
their families or children. Similar to most
mainstreaming, and even mainstream media’s coverage of Riot Grrl groups in the
early 1990s, as soon as the dominant culture becomes curious about an independent movement, it looks for a way to either
marginalize it or make money from it.

by Ana Calvete, M2 English

Classes are more casual in England.

Classy buildings at the University of Reading.

Continued from page 6

While I’m sure that the Arsene Lupin
isn’t the only bar to use Pussy Riot’s image
to move drinks over the past 8 months,
and that all these ‘Pussy Riot solidarity’
concerts aren’t sending one red penny to
the women’s families or other members of
PR throughout Moscow, and I was sincerely disappointed to see that a place in
a young, supposedly progressive town like
Toulouse didn’t seize this opportunity to
do something awesome, or at least that
the Arsene Lupin would actually PLAY
the rock music they advertise.

On the way out of the bar that shitty
poster had to come down. It did, fell to
pieces to the floor while several bar-rats
stared at the incensed woman responsible
for it’s destruction. To quote the ONE
Bikini Kill song heard while at the dance
party: That girl thinks she’s the queen of
the neighborhood/I’ve got news for you/
SHE IS!

Amanda Pardue, ex-Mirail student, feminist and queer activist, is the co-founder
of LGBTQI association “ALERT(ES) Aveyronnais contre l’homophobie” and a
full time troublemaker.

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment:

I

don’t know why
but I was feeling upset. I felt
like Joe Pesci in My
Cousin Vinny: “Is
there any more shit
I can pile on my
life?” I had the impression that my life
tasted like Fortissio
Lungo. Then after
what happened last
night my life tastes like Dulsão again.

Last week my patience was tested. On
Monday I had a tedious carpooling ride.
The driver made me listen three time in a
row to a mix CD of the “best of ” Coldplay
and Kasabian. It was a two hour trip.
On Wednesday I was bummed out because
I talked to the cutest engineering graduate
from building 31 to the Jean Jaurès B line
platform and lost her phone number the
next day.
On Thursday my best friend invited me to
“la fête du Cochon” (only in Aveyron) and
he forgot that I am a vegetarian.
On Friday night I was at a party where
people watched TV all night, first KohLanta then a show about la crême de la
crême of YouTube, with footage of cheeky
kids and clumsy kittens and all that crap.
On Saturday some friends dragged me
into a nightclub. I spent the night sipping
my 12€ Cuba Libre and pondering how

Meet Me in the Basement

a gloomy, smelly, loud-as-my-Grandma’sTV club could qualify as a “social” place. I
nearly lost my faith in humanity that night.
I saw a young guy challenging gravity to
climb on a podium in the middle of the
dance floor. Then he started to perform
the Korean jockey dance. I started nagging
about it but I soon realized that everyone
around me was rocking Gangnam-style.
Basically I spent such a lousy week that
not even all the Toblerone in Switzerland
could help me feel better.

cious, but I was happy to be inside.

The pizza place was tiny; there was only
one small table with two chairs and a
counter where a couple was waiting for
their order. The pizza guy was very friendly
and showed me a gigantic white sliding
door. It looked exactly like the sliding door
in The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, when the
guy gets a hammer in the head.
Upon opening it revealed some stairs leading to a basement. It was
gloomy but music guided
my way. The basement
was fantastic with walls
was made of brick, like
many places in Toulouse.
Strangely, it was cleaner
and nicer than the restaurant itself.

All the Toblerone
in Switzerland
A friend of mine asked couldn’t help me
me if I wanted to go
and see a free gig. I said,
feel better.
“sure,” and he told me to
But on Sunday a miracle
happened.

meet him at a pizza joint
on a Toulouse square that’s famous for its
hard drug market.

An hour later I was in front of the pizza
place. The night was cold and I was waiting for my friend. I started some small talk
with an experienced hooker with a raspy
voice. She promised me a good time. She
was right, but I didn’t know yet. It wasn’t
thanks to her…but still. She was my Macbeth Weird Sister, in a way.

At the end of the basement was a proper stage. A rockabilly band
was playing covers of standards from the
50’s; the crowd was full of friendly people
eating pizza and they were dressed in the
style of the music. I found my friend in the
middle of the crowd. He hugged me and
told me, with breath smelling of chorizo,
“Isn’t this the most amazing place in Toulouse?”

This night cleared up all my bad thoughts
and I realized that Toulouse is a city full
Suddenly the owner of the pizzeria popped of surprises. From now on when someone
his head out the front door and asked me, asks me to tell a good Christmas story, I’ll
“Are you here for the concert?” I nodded tell this one. Merry Christmas everyone!
and he showed me the way in. I was suspi-
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